OS Deathmatch

James Abela
Name the OS?
Did you get it?

Windows 7 (Home Premium)

Ubuntu Netbook edition 9.10

OS X Snow Leopard (MAC OS)
Objectives

- **P2 describe the purpose, features and functions of two different operating systems**
- **M2 compare the features and functions of two different operating systems**
- **D2 Justify the considerations for selection in the upgrade of an existing computer system.**
Which features?

- OS – Operating System
- UI – User Interface, how do you use it?
- System – How is the Operating system performing?
- Extras – What has been added
- Min Spec – Minimum Specification. What do you need to run the OS?
What else should be compared?
Best OS for...

1. Graphics Designer
2. Internet servers
3. Small video Production Biz
4. Student

5. Server farm
6. General admin office
7. Highly secure environment
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